Surface Pros with Staffpad now available to checkout!

February 19, 2016

The Music Library has recently acquired four Microsoft Surface Pro tablets equipped with the notation software, Staffpad. These are now available for checkout from the Music Library. Staffpad recognizes notation you input on the screen, using a stylus, and converts it to typeset notation on the fly. You can then also edit, playback, print and share your work.

Watch the following introductory video on Staffpad [1] for more information.

Please ask at the Music Circulation Desk for more details. Staff will work with you the first time you checkout one of the Surface Pros to get you setup with access to Staffpad and to help answer any questions you might have. All of the tablets come with a soft case, stylus, and a power cable. The Music Library also has a number of wireless display adaptors to link the tablets with larger displays in classrooms.
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